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Abstract: Climate change and extreme weather affect tea growing. A competitive tea market needs
quick, short-term solutions. This study evaluates the effects of various shade nets under mild
and extreme cold stress on tea leaf physiology, photosynthetic alterations, antioxidant activities,
and physiochemical characteristics. Tea plants were treated with SD0 (0% non-shading), SD1 (30%
shading), SD2 (60% shading), and SD3 (75% shading). The 30%, 60%, and 75% shade nets shielded tea
leaves from cold damage and reduced leaf injury during mild and extreme cold conditions compared
with SD0% non-shading. Shading regulates photochemical capacity and efficiency and optimizes
chlorophyll a and b, chlorophyll, and carotenoid contents. Moreover, carbon and nitrogen increased
during mild cold and decreased in extreme cold conditions. Shading promoted antioxidant activity
and physiochemical attributes. In fact, under 60% of shade, superoxide dismutase, peroxidase,
catalase, and ω-3 alpha-linolenic acid were improved compared with SD0% non-shading during both
mild and extreme cold conditions. From these findings, we hypothesized that the effect of different
shades played an important role in the protection of tea leaves and alleviated the defense mechanism
for “Zhong Cha 102” during exposure to a cold environment.
Keywords: Camellia sinensis; shading nets; cold damage; antioxidant activities; physiochemical
properties; logical traits; photosynthetic capacity
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1. Introduction
Tea Camellia sinensis (L.) is a member of the Theaceae family, an important evergreen
shrub or small tree covered in leaves and is the most consumable drink discovered nearly
2737 BC in China [1]. The tea tree grows in warm temperate and humid areas with
temperatures between 10 and 30 ◦ C (zone 8 climate or warmer). Due to global warming
and changes in the weather, tea plants face many environmental and abiotic stresses, such
as cold, chilling, high and low temperatures, which potentially harm plant growth, quality,
and productivity. [2]. Cold temperatures are a frequent environmental factor that harms
tea plants [3], cause undeveloped buds, wilting/yellowing leaves, and tissue death [4].
During cold stress, tea leaves are extensively damaged, producing cellular disruption,
decrease in chlorophyll synthesis, photosynthetic capability, carbon, nitrogen reduction,
oxidative stress, and biochemical composition leading to irregular growth, and limiting the
healthy development of the tea industry [5]. Therefore, the development of new strategies
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controlling cold damage in tea plants is explicitly needed to overcome the loss of tea
yield and production. Several studies have revealed that cold or low temperatures have a
negative impact on photosynthesis, chlorophyll concentration, photosynthetic machinery,
cellular adaptations, antioxidant activities, and metabolic processes in plants [6]. Cold, lowtemperature exposure can result in the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which
damage the cell membrane fluidity and disturb mitochondria, leading to cell death [7]. The
cellular antioxidant system, composed of superoxide dismutase (SOD), peroxidase (POD),
and catalase (CAT), is essential for limiting ROS generation and protecting plants against
cold stressors and abiotic conditions [8]. However, it is known that linoleic and linolenic
acids modulate the plant’s defense mechanism against several abiotic stressors [9–11].
Linoleic and alpha-linolenic acid are the most important unsaturated fatty acids [10] that
have been effective against a variety of disorders, including cancer [12] and cardiovascular
disease [13].
Light intensity has a significant effect on plant growth, development, yield, and
bioactive compounds [14]. However, on the other hand, high light intensity is harmful
for plants [15]. In the past, several strategies concerning the protection of tea plants
from various abiotic stresses have been adopted by tea growers. Shade is one of the
most important and conventional techniques among those used by growers around the
world [16]. In addition, shading is one of the most effective methods to protect plants
from different environmental factors (e.g., cold, chilling, frost, hot, precipitation) and other
harmful threats such as pest attacks, diseases causing pathogens, etc. [17].
Plants that grew under the influence of shade exhibited changes in their morphology,
physiology, biochemistry, and molecular features. The use of shading nets is a common phenomenon under different climatic conditions to protect the crops both at physiological and
metabolic levels [18]. Many growers used shading as protection for different horticulture
crops such as tomato [19], pepper [20], lettuce [21], fig [22], and tea [23]. It has recently been
reported that different shading treatments enhanced physiological attributes, including
chlorophyll accumulation and, thereby, protected tea plants from cold damage [24,25].
Studies have also shown that tea plants under shading involved the chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway for improved nitrogen and carbon contents [26]. These findings recommend
that shading is an important aspect of tea’s physiological attributes, including expansion of
green pigments in leaves, chlorophyll synthesis, photosynthetic capacity, carbon, nitrogen
contents, antioxidant activities, metabolic regulations, and secondary metabolites [27].
Over the last decade, most abiotic stress studies on tea plant completed in the lab
do not represent field circumstances; thus, there may be a gap between the knowledge
obtained from artificial stresses of tea plants in the laboratory and under natural abiotic
stresses. A focus on physiological, metabolic, and molecular aspects of stress under natural
abiotic conditions is needed to bridge this gap and to facilitate the development of tea
plants with enhanced tolerance mechanisms under abiotic conditions requiring quick,
short-term solutions in the field. As a result, it is critical to employ diverse tools and
approaches for identifying distinct processes linked with certain cultivars under natural
abiotic circumstances. Therefore, in this study we investigated the impact of different
shading nets on soil plant analysis development, photosynthetic efficiency, chlorophyll
and carotenoid contents, carbon and nitrogen contents, antioxidative activity, linoleic and
alpha-linolenic composition in tea leaves under mild and extreme cold conditions which
could promote cold-induced damage. This study will provide in-depth understanding of
the impact of shading nets on fortification of winter tea leaves.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material and Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted in the field located at the experimental station of
Rizhao Tea Research Institute (Rizhao, Shandong, China, 35◦ 5140 N, 119◦ 6620 E) during
winter. Five-year-old tea cultivar C. sinensis cv. “Zhong Cha 102” was used in this study
under different shading conditions. In total, three shading and one control with no shade
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The experiment was conducted in the field located at the experimental station of
Rizhao Tea Research Institute (Rizhao, Shandong, China, 35°514′ N, 119°662′ E) during
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winter. Five-year-old tea cultivar C. sinensis cv. “Zhong Cha 102” was used in this study
under different shading conditions. In total, three shading and one control with no shade
treatments were implemented in this experiment. The single-layer black polytene shades
treatments were implemented in this experiment. The single-layer black polytene shades
were installed above the tea leaves with 4 rows and each row was 50 m long with 4 metal
were installed above the tea leaves with 4 rows and each row was 50 m long with 4 metal
fence posts (Figure 1).
fence posts (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Effects of shading nets on tea cultivar C. sinensis cv. “Zhong Cha 102” under different
Figure 1. Effects of shading nets on tea cultivar C. sinensis cv. “Zhong Cha 102” under different
climatic conditions.
conditions.
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2.2. Experimental Design and Optimal Shading Percentage and Color
2.2. Experimental Design and Optimal Shading Percentage and Color
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Table 1. Shade specification, measurement, and PAR before sampling at mild and extreme cold conditions.
Table 1. Shade specification, measurement, and PAR before sampling at mild and extreme cold
conditions.
Mild Cold
Extreme Cold
Treatments
SD 0
Treatments

Shade ClothNone
Specification

SD 1

Black polyethylene
None
net curtains

SDSD
1 2

Black
polyethylene
Black polyethylene

SD 0

PAR (µmol m−2 s−1 )

2 s−1 )
PAR (µmol
m−Cold
Extreme

Shade 0%
Level (%)

701 am−2 s−1)
PAR (μmol

260 a m−2 s−1)
PAR (μmol

30%

0%

701 a

332 b

260 a

60%

30%

332
b
263 c

147
b
88 c

75%
60%

57 dc
263

24 d
88
c

Shade Cloth Specification
Mild ColdShade Level (%)

147 b

curtains
netnet
curtains

SDSD
2 3

Black
polyethylene
Black
polyethylene
net curtains

Specification as per the manufacturer: Treatments; SD0 as control, SD1 30% shading, SD2 60% shading, and SD3
75% shading. Black polyethylene net curtains, single layer, purchased from Shouguang lvyuan plastic products
factory (Weifang, China). The photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). Different letters represent a significant
difference between the treatments indicated by LSD test at p < 0.05.

net curtains
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2.3. Duration of Shading
2.3. Duration of Shading
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2.4. Collection and Preparation of Material
2.4. Collection and Preparation of Material
Samples were collected using a hand-harvesting method. In total, 30 plants (subsamSamples were collected using a hand-harvesting method. In total, 30 plants (subples) leaves were collected in each replication. Three to six biological replicates were cresamples) leaves were collected in each replication. Three to six biological replicates were
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minimum relative humidity (Min. RH) of different shading treatments for control SD (0%), shading
minimum relative humidity (Min. RH) of different shading treatments for control SD (0%), shading
net SD (30%), shading net SD (60%), shading net SD (75%) during mild and extreme cold conditions.
net SD (30%), shading net SD (60%), shading net SD (75%) during mild and extreme cold conditions.
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[29,30].
from cold damage on each plant was recorded according to [29,30].
2.7. Chlorophyll Fluorescence Measurement
The portable photosynthesis system (Li-6400XT, LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) was
used for measurement of chlorophyll fluorescence. The fourth fully expanded leaves from
the shoot tip were adapted in the dark for 30 min prior to measurement. The maximum
photochemical efficiency of photosystem II (Fv/Fm) was measured according to the instructions given by [31]. The relative chlorophyll content was measured with a portable
chlorophyll meter (SPAD 502 Meter, Minolta Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and values of Soil
Plant Analysis Development SPAD were recorded according to [32].
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2.8. Determination of Chlorophyll and Carotenoid Content
For the determination of chlorophyll and carotenoid contents, about 50 g of fresh tea
leaves were cut into small pieces and incubated in a mixture of acetone and anhydrous
ethanol solution (1:1) under the dark condition at 25 ◦ C for 48 h. The absorbance for
chlorophyll and carotenoid contents was measured according to the instructions given
by [31].
2.9. Determination of Carbon and Nitrogen Content
For determination of carbon and nitrogen, the dried samples at 70 ◦ C were grounded
into powder and then cooled at 25 ◦ C. A total of 1 mg of tea leaves was analyzed using an
elemental analyzer (EA3000, Euro Vector, Italy) to determine the total C and N contents
according to [33].
2.10. Activities of Antioxidant Enzymes
Tea fresh leaves, 0.5 g, were quickly ground with a pestle in an ice-cold mortar with
4 mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.8). The homogenate was centrifuged at
10,500 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was used to determine the activities of antioxidant
enzymes. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity was measured, with some modifications,
based on 50% inhibition of the photochemical reduction of nitro blue tetrazolium at 560 nm.
Peroxidase (POD) activity was measured as the increase in absorbance at 470 nm using the
method and catalase (CAT) activity was measured as the decline in absorbance at 240 nm
as described by [34].
2.11. Determination of Fatty Acid Composition through Gas Chromatography and
Mass Spectrometry
About 10 mg of lyophilized power of dried leaves, 1.0 mL (1 N H2 SO4 ), and 20 µg of
internal standard (19:0) in a 10 mL screw-capped tube were mixed together. N2 was blown
for 10 s in order to drive out air, the tube was sealed with the cap immediately, and heated
at 80 ◦ C for 90 min. The sample was cooled in the freezer for 10 min. After cooling, 1.5 mL
of 0.9% NaCl and 1 mL of hexane were added and vortexed for 20 s, then spun at 5000 g
for 5 min. Consequently, 1 µL of the upper phase (hexane phase) was taken for GC–MS
analysis as described by [28].
2.12. Compound Identification
Identification of individual linoleic (18:2, ω-6 fatty acid), alpha-linolenic acid (18:3,
ω-3 fatty acid) fatty acid compounds was completed using TURBOMASS 4.1.1 software
(PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MI, USA) coupled with commercially available compound
libraries: NIST 2005 (PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MI, USA), Wiley 7.0 (John Wiley & Sons
Ltd., Hoboken, NJ, USA), as previously described [28].
2.13. Statistical Analysis
For GC–MS analysis, linoleic and alpha-linolenic acid fatty acids were identified based
on retention time and comparison defined with reference spectra in mass spectral libraries.
The data were statistically analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA), and individual
treatments were compared using the least significant deference test (LSD; p = 0.05 probability level), as implemented in Statistix 8.1 software. The Graphpad Prism 5.01 software
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA, www.graphpad.com, accessed on 1 May 2022) was
used for creating figures.
3. Results
3.1. Effects of Shading Nets on Leaf Cold Damage
Here, tea plants were observed for cold damage during mild and extreme cold climates under shading and non-shading conditions. Compared to SD0% non-shading, leaf
injury significantly decreased by 19.16%, 34.10%, and 24.90% during mild cold conditions
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Figure 3. Effects of shading nets on cold-damage symptoms of tea leaves during (A) mild cold and
(B) extreme cold conditions. Different letters on the top of the columns within each figure represent
significant differences between the treatments indicated by LSD test at p < 0.05.

3.2. Effects of Shading Nets on Soil Plant Analysis Development (SPAD) Measurements and
Photochemical Efficiency (Fv/Fm)
Photosynthetic capacity of chlorophyll or SPAD values were slightly increased by
4.97% non-significantly under SD30% of shading as compared to SD0 % non-shading.
However, compared to the SD0% non-shading condition, 12.69% and 12.10% were significantly improved under SD60 % and SD75 %, but no significance changes were found
between SD60% and SD75% during mild cold conditions (Figure 4A). On the other hand,
compared to SD0 % non-shading, 15.78% of SPAD values were seen to be non-significant
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were significantly increased compared to SD0% non-shading. However, no such significant variations in SPAD were found between SD60% and SD75% of shading during extreme cold conditions (Figure 4B).
We also evaluated the chlorophyll photochemical efficiency under different shading
groups and the results showed that photochemical efficiency was significantly distinct
7 of 17
among all shading and non-shading conditions during mild cold. Compared with SD0%
non-shading, the photochemical efficiency was significantly increased by 32.70%, 17.87%,
and 28.90% during the mild cold condition (Figure 4C). While, during the extreme cold
under SD30
However,
22.52%
of SPAD
under
SD60%
21.81%
under
SD75%
condition,
no%.
such
significant
changes
werevalues
observed
between
alland
shading
and
no-shading
were significantly increased compared to SD0% non-shading. However, no such significant
conditions. However, an 8.04% increase in photochemical efficiency was found under
variations in SPAD were found between SD60% and SD75% of shading during extreme
SD60% compared with SD0% non-shading during the extreme cold condition (Figure 4D).
cold conditions (Figure 4B).

Figure 4.
4. Effects
Effects of
of shading
shading nets
Figure
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soil plant
plant development
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valuesrecorded
recordedduring
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(A)mild
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and
(B)
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conditions.
Photochemical
efficiency
was
recorded
during
(C)
mild
cold
mild cold and (B) extreme cold conditions. Photochemical efficiency was recorded during (C) mild
and (D) extreme cold conditions. Different letters on the top of the columns within each figure
represent significant differences between the treatments indicated by LSD test at p < 0.05.

We also evaluated the chlorophyll photochemical efficiency under different shading
groups and the results showed that photochemical efficiency was significantly distinct
among all shading and non-shading conditions during mild cold. Compared with SD0%
non-shading, the photochemical efficiency was significantly increased by 32.70%, 17.87%,
and 28.90% during the mild cold condition (Figure 4C). While, during the extreme cold
condition, no such significant changes were observed between all shading and no-shading
conditions. However, an 8.04% increase in photochemical efficiency was found under
SD60% compared with SD0% non-shading during the extreme cold condition (Figure 4D).
3.3. Effects of Shading Nets on Chlorophyll and Carotenoid Content
The impact of different shades diversely affects the tea leaves under mild and extreme cold conditions. Therefore, several physiological, photosynthetic, and biochemical
attributes were measured. The composition of chlorophyll and carotenoid was tremendously affected under abiotic stress and degraded under cold stress conditions, which
eventually diminished photosynthetic capacity. Our results showed that the content of
chlorophyll a was non-significant under SD0%, SD30%, and SD60%. However, SD75%
significantly decreased 32.22% and SD30% slightly declined 2.41% of the chlorophyll a
content and SD60% increased 13.06% of chlorophyll a content as compared with SD0%
non-shading during the mild cold condition (Figure 5A). The content of chlorophyll b was
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observed
under
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that effect of shading improved chlorophyll contents to reduce cold damage and shielded
with SD0% non-shading during extreme cold conditions (Figure 6C). Significant variathe tea leaves during the mild cold condition.
tions occurred in the content of carotenoid under all shading and non-shading conditions
On the other hand, significance variations were observed in chlorophyll a content
during extreme cold. The decreased amount of carotenoid was observed under SD60%
under shading and non-shading conditions during extreme cold. Compared with SD0%
and SD75%, which counted as 0.43% and 7.46%. However, compared with SD0% nonnon-shading, the contents of chlorophyll a were increased slightly by 8.09% under SD30%.
shading, SD30% increased 7.56% of carotenoid content during the extreme cold condition
While, significantly increases of 17. 75% under SD60% and 8.35% were observed under
(Figure 6D).
SD75% during extreme cold (Figure 6A). The content of chlorophyll b was non-significant
under SD0%, SD30%, SD60%, and SD75% during the extreme cold condition. However,
23.93%, 14.13%, and 11.61% increases were noticed under SD30%, SD60%, and SD75%
compared with SD0% non-shading during the extreme cold condition (Figure 6B).
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The content
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3.5. Effects of Shading on Leaf Antioxidant Activities
SD30% and SD75% compared with SD0% non-shading during mild cold. Howev
In the present
study,
antioxidant
enzymeunder
superoxide
peroxidase,
and
such
variations
were observed
SD60%dismutase,
compared with
SD0% non-shading
catalase were significantly
treatments
compared
mild cold. improved
However, under
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increases
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by
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condition.
However,
7.46% and 66.43%
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were noticed
during
the extreme
cold conditions.
These findings
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SD60%. Additionally,
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in SOD
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SD75% during the extreme cold condition. The activity of POD was increased by 30.31%,
22.10%, and 36.01% under SD30%, SD60%, and SD75% during mild cold and 44.67%,
97.29%, and 67.62% increases under SD30%, SD60%, and SD75% during the extreme cold
condition. The activity of CAT was significantly decreased by 12.67% and 21.18% under
SD30% and SD75% compared with SD0% non-shading during mild cold. However, no such
variations were observed under SD60% compared with SD0% non-shading during mild
cold. However, SD30% and SD60% increases of 1.36% and 25.33% and SD75% decrease
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of 13.12% in CAT activity during the extreme cold condition compared to the SD0% nonof 18
condition (Figure 8). In fact, SD60% of shading increased the antioxidant 12
activity
during the extreme cold conditions. These findings indicated that various shade treatments
regulate the plant defense system and protect tea leaves from cold weather.
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The photochemical efficiency is a consistent indicator of plant adaptation to stress [36]. Previously,
the chlorophyll photochemical efficiency was implemented following the instruction of
[37], in order to categorize cold tolerance in nine Arabidopsis thaliana accessions [36] and
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chlorophyll photochemical efficiency was implemented following the instruction of [37],
in order to categorize cold tolerance in nine Arabidopsis thaliana accessions [36] and Stevia
rebaudiana cultivars [38]. Our findings also suggested that the photochemical efficiency
was significantly decreased under SD0% non-shade conditions during mild and extreme
cold conditions, while it significantly increased under all shading levels during the mild
cold condition. During extreme cold conditions, dramatic decreases were also found under
SD30% and increases in photochemical efficiency were found under shading conditions.
The photochemical efficiency was protected and significantly increased during mild and extreme cold conditions indicating that different shades played an important role in protection
of leaves and alleviating defense mechanisms for cold-tolerance in tea plants.
Similarly, chlorophyll and carotenoid pigmentations determine leaf color variation under shade. Chlorophyll is very sensitive to abiotic stress and decomposition of chlorophyll
and photosynthetic capacity is associated with degradation in chloroplast advancement
and enhancement of photosynthetic machinery [40,41]. An earlier study demonstrated
that different shade conditions increased chlorophyll a and b contents and chlorophyll
accumulation but no such differences were observed in the contents of carotenoids in
C. sinensis [24]. In our findings, the contents of chlorophyll a, b, and chlorophyll were
significantly improved under SD60% of shading during the mild cold condition. However, dramatic degradation was found under SD75% compared with SD0% non-shading.
The reasons are unknown. However, a significant reduction in the content of chlorophyll
was found under SD0% non-shading conditions during extreme cold conditions, which
means that cold stress affects the tea leaves and might damage the membrane fluidity in
cell compartments during cold weather. These findings proposed that SD60% of shading
increased chlorophyll protection during mild and extreme cold conditions, the contents of
carotenoids were decreased under SD60% but increased under other shading conditions,
and non-shade conditions degraded the accumulation of both chlorophyll and carotenoids
in the leaves of tea during extreme cold conditions. It is also speculated that several genes
and transcription factors are involved in photosynthesis, flavonoid biosynthesis, amino
acid and carotenoid biosynthesis in tea leaves under shade and non-shading conditions
as revealed by several transcriptomic data [17,42]. To better understand the molecular
mechanisms of tea plants under abiotic stressors, it may be interesting to investigate the
regulation and expression levels of genes involved under different shading treatments in
the future.
In the development of tea plants, different shade treatments had a substantial impact on chlorophyll and biochemical components, as well as carbon and nitrogen regulation [24,35,43]. Photosynthesis and photosynthetic pigments can deliver energy for
specialized metabolism of plants and carbon and nitrogen are both crucial for synthesis
of photosynthetic products, enzymes, and chloroplasts in plants [33]. We also observed
that both carbon and nitrogen contents are stable under different shading conditions in
tea plants. However, the outcome of SD60% shading coordinately improved carbon and
nitrogen contents during both mild and extreme cold conditions compared with SD0%
non-shading conditions. Our result is in agreement with [26], who reported that shading
treatment improved the tea quality and differentially regulated the content of carbon and
nitrogen for metabolic regulation. It is possible that both carbon and nitrogen regulated
together under shading conditions and serve as a substrate for tea polyphenol biosynthesis via the regulation of shikimic acid and phenylpropane pathways through the plant
metabolism process [44]. Thus, we assume that the regulation of carbon and nitrogen
metabolism is jointly integrated and promotes tea leaf quality under shade during mild
and slight cold conditions.
Plants accumulate reactive oxygen species and malondialdehyde in response to abiotic
stress, which is very toxic and has a negative influence on photosynthetic, lipids, protein,
and carbohydrates synthesis [7]. The reactive oxygen species scavenging mechanism is
critical in protecting cells from photooxidative damage [45]. Different crops might regulate
the active balance of reactive oxygen species via antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase,
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peroxidase, and the catalase system, diminishing membrane peroxidation and the degree
of oxidative stress induced by abiotic stressors [46], and may cause cell death [6]. We found
that the increased amount of SOD, POD, and CAT enzymes under shading treatments
might lead to survival of tea plants under mild and extreme cold conditions, and produce
plant defense mechanisms throughout a fluctuating climate. However, the decline in
SOD, POD, and CAT activities under non-shading treatments, suggest that tea plants
generate reactive oxygen species instability and membrane deterioration, promoting leaf
injury and withering [47], during mild and extreme cold conditions. Under the SD60%
shading condition, the increments in SOD and POD antioxidant activities during mild and
extreme cold conditions signify that shade nets were effective in enhancing antioxidant
enzyme activities.
Abiotic climatic factors disturb the chemical composition and produce different biological functions in plants. Consequently, in plants, fatty acid biosynthesis is generally present
in plastidial compartments [48] and the content of fatty acids assorted with phenotypic plasticity and ω-3 desaturase catalyzes the synthesis of alpha-linolenic acid ω-3 from linoleic
acid ω-6 [31]. In our results, non-shading and shading conditions significantly influenced
the global composition of fatty acid contents, especially ω-6 linoleic acid. However, the ω-3
alpha-linolenic contents were improved under different shading conditions in both mild
and extreme cold conditions. These results indicate that when tea leaves were subjected to
extreme cold conditions without shade, the membrane fluidity in the cell compartment of
tea leaves was reduced. However, different shading conditions protected tea leaves from
cold damage and increased the amount of fatty acid composition to maintain membrane fluidity in cell compartments. In addition, both ω-3 alpha-linolenic acid and ω-6 linoleic acid
are unsaturated fatty acids and the unsaturation level of plants’ ability is used to maintain
or regulate membrane fluidity, which was positively related with plant-tolerance to abiotic
stress [31]. These findings are in line with those of our previous studies, in which 94 genes
were identified and participate in the pathway of biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids
and FAD2 family genes regulated for unsaturation of fatty acid composition and played
an important role in ω-3 and ω-6 fatty acid desaturase to increase stress tolerance [10].
Some plants have fatty acid desaturations that regulate chloroplast fluidity and increase
tolerance mechanisms in specific cultivars. Moreover, the content of ω-3 alpha-linolenic
acid significantly improved under SD60% during the extreme cold condition. This could be
because omega-3 desaturase promotes chloroplast abundance and membrane fluidity in
leaves [31,49], under protective shade conditions during mild and extreme cold conditions.
Altogether, our results indicated that shading played an important role and protected
tea leaves from cold damage and improved photosynthetic capacity, green pigments, antioxidant activities, and sustained membrane fluidity in cell compartments for fatty acid
composition in tea plants under mild and extreme cold conditions.
5. Conclusions
This paper investigated how tea leaf shading promotes cold protection. Cold weather
and non-shading reduced photosynthetic capacity, photochemical efficiency, chlorophyll
levels, carbon and nitrogen contents, antioxidant enzyme activities, and physiochemical
characteristics during mild and extreme cold conditions. Shade nets protected tea leaves
from cold damage by modulating photosynthetic capacity, efficiency, chlorophyll levels, carbon and nitrogen contents, antioxidant activities, and physiochemical qualities. SD60 % of
shade protected tea plants against cold temperature by enhancing the plant defense system
and improving chlorophyll, carbon, nitrogen, and ω-3 alpha-linolenic acid during extreme
cold. Thus, shades played an important role in protection of tea leaves and alleviated the
defense mechanism for “Zhong Cha 102” during exposure to a cold environment.
Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/horticulturae8070637/s1, Table S1: Climatic data.
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